
01:46:09 Melody Braithwaite: Someone is playing a radio
01:47:03 Jack:  I am muted  NO music here
01:58:06 Kristen Joy 1645: can't hear Kathy
01:58:38 Glen Duncan: thatâ€™s better
02:08:59 Jack:  Volume too low I may leave soon Jack
02:09:48 John R @ Ceres: How is that now, Jack? 
02:10:06 Jack:  I can NOT hear Kathy
02:11:20 Jack:  Hi John Thanks for trying with the volume
02:11:44 John R @ Ceres: Could you hear Melody OK, Jack? 
02:11:55 Jack:  Same issue can NOT hear David
02:12:36 Jack:  Melody volume is great
02:13:11 Jack:  Perhaps being is Sydney the wires are closer  joke
02:14:06 Jack:  Can others hear 
02:14:53 John R @ Ceres: Sorry, new gear, still working it out. 
02:15:15 Jack:  Good on you John for trying      Thank you
02:15:38 Jack:  Better now
02:16:19 Jack:  Melody volume is good
02:20:11 Jack:  John thanks for working with the volume
02:20:53 Jack:  Hope David puts recording on the DTE site and can hear then
02:21:14 Jack:  Bye for tonight
02:21:29 John R @ Ceres: Sorry all,I can't fix the echo. 
02:25:20 Jack:  John Thankyou for your work
02:25:32 Jack:     Technology has issues
02:25:42 Jack:  Bye for tonight
02:36:48 denisebanville: HI folks.
02:56:50 denisebanville: The OC works for the Co operative.
02:58:06 denisebanville: Yes, Not be a dictator :)
03:03:22 denisebanville: Go Kathy. WE need more transparency.
03:03:41 denisebanville: WE need the committees to be encouraged, and not over ruled.
03:20:57 malcolm:  can just hear david
03:21:27 malcolm:  can david speak up
03:21:42 denisebanville: Book keeping is not transparent.
03:31:20 denisebanville: Maybe Sydney is more inclusive? ?
03:31:44 denisebanville: When we silence people they become more loud to get heard !!
03:33:13 denisebanville: Hence the  screaming on emails :)
03:36:55 denisebanville: Yes - Go David . We need to see ConFest continue.
03:38:25 denisebanville: Go Coral = keeping things on track
03:46:44 John Magor 1841: 'hear, hear' David - re the risks of being a whistle - blower, both within  
  the Board, and those who may so choose to challenge it.It can be   
 most cruel and savage - abusive in fact.
03:49:03 denisebanville: The scrutineers need to check the active members database
03:51:19 denisebanville: John was threatened by a director. It was brushed under the carpet.  
  Not good!
03:55:48 denisebanville: Go Coral. - Appropriate and timely response to complaints needed
03:58:30 denisebanville: 3 members banned from email IN SECRET, by Directors.  NOT OK
04:02:38 John Magor 1841: I was told, in very unambiguous language by the mediator (in the  
  presence of a Director) - that the deficit of a working system for    
 dealing with matters of bullying/abuse being brought to the board    
would - if brought to the attention of Government bodies, could well     bring
the Board (and/or DTE) down.It's a matter of law, not opinion -     and that troubled
me almost as much as did the initial matter.It's my     Confest, as much as it's your
Confest, as it is our Confest. Anything     that threatens Confest is potentially hurtful to
us all.
04:07:25 denisebanville: Yes. Abuse by one Director can see the organisation being brought  
  down.  The Boards inaction on the matter of law is inexcusable.
04:08:53 denisebanville: Good question Deb
04:09:48 denisebanville: Does it show their  level of commitment ?
04:11:00 denisebanville: As an indicator to assist in making a choice!
04:11:36 denisebanville: Thanks for your comment John, Enthusiasm and being willing to  
  answer questions of the membership !!
04:12:49 John Magor 1841: Re Melody, at least we can "see the whites of her eyes" - because  
  she's here.Thank you melody.
04:14:20 denisebanville: Democracy requires people to participate!  Spread the word.  Let other  
 members know what you heard tonight !!
04:15:56 Robin:  thankyou


